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The Golden Era

Punch Romaine			
A refreshing and tangy palate cleanser, served to firstclass passenger of the Titanic

IDR 125

Paloma		
Citrus and bold profiles perfectly complement the complexity of
this Mexican cocktail

IDR 135

New York Sour		
IDR 235
The marriage of refreshing and tart components make for a visually pleasing
post-winter classic

Tom Collins				
A refreshingly simple gin cocktail – inspired by a lame joke in 1874 and
popularized in America after the Prohibition

IDR 135

Manhattan		
A perfectly balanced mix between American rye and Italian vermouth;
a single dash of Angostura is added to round out the drink

IDR 250

IDR 275

Cherry Cobbler		
Cool and refreshing crisp. An iconic classic with well- rounded flavor
to prepare palate

IDR 165

Sazerac		
One of the oldest American creations which gets its name from
the brand of the Cognac used as its base – it now holds the crown as
the official cocktail of New Orleans
Old Fashioned		
This is how it started, the 3 ingredient masterpiece and
foundation for all cocktails

IDR 165

Please advise us of any special dietary requirements, including potential reaction to allergies
Prices are in Indonesian thousand Rupiah and subject to 21% government tax and service charge

Prohibition Era

Bee’s Knees		
A prohibition era classic, with herbal and citrus hints,
balanced by silky sweetness of honey

IDR 135

Hemingway		
A sweet and tart variation of the Cuban classic, created uniquely
for one of the most iconic novelists the world has ever seen

IDR 165

Mary Pickford		
A fruity rum cocktail invented for a Canadian-American actress
during her Cuban escapade with Charlie Chaplin

IDR 155

Sidecar		
First introduced in London and later popularized in France,
this citrus Cognac classic has a subtle sweet finish

IDR 155

French 75		
A light & stimulating cocktail with herbal and refreshing notes –
with a touch of sparkling

IDR 135

IDR 245

El Presidente		
A 1930’s Cuban upper class delicacy with a bright appeal yet
notable seriousness

IDR 225

Vieux Carre		
A distant relative of both Sazerac and the Hurricane;
this New Orleans’ signature packs strong and complex flavors
from different corners of the globe
Scofflaw
Balanced and fresh. A Parisian whiskey creation for the
clandestine cocktailers

IDR 195

Please advise us of any special dietary requirements, including potential reaction to allergies
Prices are in Indonesian thousand Rupiah and subject to 21% government tax and service charge

Timeless Classics
Moscow Mule
Homemade ginger syrup and fresh lime create a slightly spicy yet
refreshing rendition of the 1940’s classic

IDR 135

Negroni		
A big thank you to Count Camillo Negroni, for his timeless and
perfectly balanced Italian creation

IDR 165

Penicillin		
Our take on Sam Ross’ cocktail created in New York –
a touch of homemade ginger syrup and a hint of islay whisky
guarantee to cure all ailments

IDR 235

Gin Martini		
Rumor says it evolved from the Martrinez, which was often
served at the Occidental Hotel in San Fransisco

IDR 135

Godfather		
A Marlon Brando favorite – the perfect post-meal cocktail with
a rich rounded flavor and a sweet undertone

IDR 255

Cosmopolitan		
For Neal Murray, it was as simple as adding a splash of cranberry juice
to a Kamikaze

IDR 165

Boulevardier		
Created by a writer, not a bartender - this three ingredient spin off of
the Negroni can be accredited to Erskine Gwynne

IDR 245

Mai Tai		
Derived from the Taihitian word for excellence, this rum based classic
has become a quintessential Tiki tipple

IDR 225

Rosita
Created for Mr. Boston’s Official Bartender’s Guide, reinvented
for The Bartender’s Bible, and rediscovered only a decade later.
Some call it Negroni’s Mexican girl cousin

IDR 195

Mojito		
Believed to ward off illness, this drink was introduced to the pirates in
Cuba by mixing moonshine rum-type alcohol and other fresh ingredients

IDR 165

Bloody Mary		
Founded in Harry’s New York Bar in Paris, it is believed that
this drink looks just like Mary, one of the girls from
the Bucket of Blood Cabaret

IDR 165

Please advise us of any special dietary requirements, including potential reaction to allergies
Prices are in Indonesian thousand Rupiah and subject to 21% government tax and service charge

Raffles Only

The Writers Bar Signature

Jakarta Sling		
A Raffles Jakarta timeless classic, with underlying notes
of fresh star anise and North Sumatran passion fruit

IDR 225

Singapore Sling		
A cocktail which needs no introduction;
it is the embodiment of the Raffles cocktail history –
fresh, sweet, fruity, and iconic

IDR 165

Sustainable Negroni				
Tasting Flight		

IDR 165
IDR 300

Sustainable Martini
Gin Martini

IDR 165

Vodka Martini		

IDR 165

Please advise us of any special dietary requirements, including potential reaction to allergies
Prices are in Indonesian thousand Rupiah and subject to 21% government tax and service charge

